
Shotgun Version 
Representations v6

Story: A Version may have multiple 
representations/formats, which need to be 

managed in Shotgun/Screening Room/
Tank - this use case needs an official 

schema that is  flexible enough to handle 
clients who may use some but not all of 

the products

Some Published Files are not 
directly reviewed and aren't 

media on a Version

Media likely stems from one 
master Published File and the 

dependencies reflect that

Versions have a Published Files 
(bidirectional multi-to-single-
entity) field that displays links 

(ideally published file type icons) 
to reviewable media, and 

ultimately replaces the current 
"Path to Movie" and "Path to 

Frames" fields, which will remain 
in Shotgun at least until 

Screening Room adds support 
for multiple representationsÇ The Tank Published File, Tank 

Type, and Tank Dependency 
entities become generic entities 
that are no longer Tank-specific - 
these entities act as the media 

on Versions even if a client 
doesn't use Tank

In the review context, it would be 
possible to get back to the 

scene file through dependencies

Context menu options would 
allow for direct playback of a 

specific type of media

May or may not need separate 
Path and Uploaded Path fields, 

pending implementation

Published File Types become a 
Non-Project entity, allowing for 
easier reuse of Types across 
Projects - Types also have a 

multi-entity Project field that lets 
certain Types be restricted for 
use only in specific Projects, 

where an empty value denotes a 
Type that any Project can use Published Files can only be 

linked to one Version as media
Published File Types have a 
Short Code field (similar to 

Pipeline Steps) that can be used 
to help drive naming templates 

and directory structures

Thumbnails are not published 
files and are not treated as 

reviewable media

Ç Scene files can be treated and 
tracked as Version media if 

desired


